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The Little Guy is an award-winning
premium espresso system for home use. 

The quality of the espresso shots and the
milk texture equal or better any machine
in the world, commercial machines included. 

The Little Guy has no moving parts, ensuring
near zero servicing and perfect performance
for the rest of your life. 



the brewing process
Use the group 
handle to open 
the boiler lid

Fill the boiler 
with water

Texture milk, 
leveraging 
available back 
pressure

Power up the 
induction top

Eight minutes later, 
the espresso 
will extract

Dose ground 
coffee and tamp

Re-engage the group 
handle to the head

Pour the 
espresso
and milk



the little guy induction top

The Little Guy induction top has been developed specifically to work

with The Little Guy’s solid 304 grade stainless steel boiler base and heat 

The Little Guy precisely and efficiently at the touch of a button.

The induction top can also be used for cooking. 

Five additional cooking settings offer 

the use of many accoutrements 

formerly unusable on standard 

induction cook tops. 

The Little Guy induction top is 

versatile far beyond making the 

perfect espresso.

This is a serious bit of gear. The espresso 
shots are excellent and there’s loads of 
steam pressure for texturing milk.” 

Scottie Callaghan 

World Latte Art Champion 2006 

Australian Barista Champion 2007 & 2010 

World Barista Championships 2010, 3rd place

““ The textures and flavours The Little 
Guy extracts from the coffee are unique. 
It’s unlike any other brewing system.” 

Emily Oak 
Former Director and Judge - 

World Barista Championships
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